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TIMELINESS &
PROMINENCE
•

First feature documentary to tackle diet culture and
shift the debate around health towards inclusivity.

•

Fully meets the Academy diversity criteria, providing a
platform to underrepresented groups such as Black,
LGBT+ and Disabled people. Female director and mainly
female cast.

•

Highlights newest research findings in Nutrition and
Weight Science, disproving the widespread belief that
one’s health is solely determined by body mass index.

•

Resonates extremely well with Millennials and Gen Z –
both age groups which are typically hard to reach.
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SYNOPSIS
The Body Fights Back is a feature documentary about ﬁve people
navigating the paradoxes of diet culture. While promises of
happiness, desirability and perfection are irresistible, joy and
contentment remain out of reach.
Personal stories from vastly diﬀerent backgrounds quickly merge
into a shockingly similar experience of battling one’s body. Selfstarvation and compulsive exercise bring temporary satisfaction,
only to be replaced with binging and purging soon after.
Surprisingly, none of it has much to do with food.
Featuring exclusive footage from London’s contemporary anti-diet
movement and fascinating personal archives, the ﬁlm oﬀers a
unique insight into the complexity of eating disorders, body image
struggles and most importantly, the socio-economic realities of
health.
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DIRECTOR’s Statement
Marian Võsumets
In this documentary, I explore the extent to which troubled eating is tolerated and
encouraged in today’s society and contemporary culture, asking whether it’s simply
because the troubled eater is all of us. Regardless of age, race and social status,
that crippling sense of never becoming good enough is ubiquitous. So we keep
pushing further and end up spiralling into destructive cycles of self-sabotage.
With support from a highly motivated team of creative millennials, the exciting
work of producing and directing a guerrilla style documentary in the United
Kingdom began in late 2018. Inspired by my own personal and disturbing
experience in the world of fitness, and a passion for social justice issues, the only
option was to make the film that was missing.
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Very few people come from such opposing sides of the debate around health, that I realised it was up to myself to create a
platform that would bring together voices that hardly ever hear each other in real life. On the surface there’s wellness culture,
with all the slim shakes and weight loss products imaginable. But scratch the surface and you realise that one’s ability to lead
a healthy life comes down to their socio-economic status, childhood trauma and constant fear of failure. Slim shakes cannot
fix that, no matter what the price tag says.
As a middle class white woman in a smaller body, I am acutely aware of my privilege within this discourse. Yet there’s a catch
and a paradox. Try drawing attention to this topic as a Fat person, and you’ll be accused of envy. Do the same in a
conventionally accepted body and it’s considered none of your business. It’s a debate designed to fail, in order to keep
profiting off people’s insecurities.
The first wave of body positivity dates way back to the 1960s, centering Black and marginalised bodies and protesting
discrimination in all areas of life. Fat liberation has nothing to do with ‘embracing your stretch marks’ as conventionally
attractive white women in the era of the Internet. But this is how movements get co-opted by corporations – the diet industry
can’t afford to lose out.
After a year-long marathon of the most deeply moving interviews of my entire career in journalism, it became crystal clear
that there was a connecting thread in all of them. The hierarchy of human bodies that people cultivate in their heads is so
strong, that they gladly fall into the traps they set up for themselves.
Disputing conventional beauty ideals is at the heart of this documentary. We must recognise the origin of what we deem
beautiful and desirable, in order to liberate ourselves from destructive thought patterns around exercise and food. Unless we
accept that diet culture has nothing to do with health and everything to do with social currency, there won’t be a difference.
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BEHIND THE
SCENES
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
Director & Writer: Marian Võsumets
The Body Fights Back is an independent documentary by Estonian journalist and broadcaster Marian Võsumets. The ﬁlm is
produced and funded by her production house Lola Productions.
Marian ﬁrst began her career as a health journalist, then moved on to directing television documentaries and presenting
news reports for Estonia’s Channel 2, with a focus on international politics and factual entertainment. Her two most notable
documentaries tap into Brexit protests in London and Eurovision fandom in Israel, both aired in 2019.
In 2020, Marian was awarded Best Television Reporter at the annual Estonian Film and Television Awards (EFTA) gala in
Tallinn. The Body Fights Back is her debut feature ﬁlm.
Marian holds a BA in History from Tallinn University, having decided from the start that this is the ﬁeld that will help her
become the journalist with a broader scope. Her thesis focused on the execution and manifestation of Soviet propaganda in
the Estonian Radio during 1940-1941, and questioning the impact of political agendas has been the backdrop to much of her
later work.
With an intuitive sense for storytelling, she masterfully combines visuals with narrative, drawing attention to meaning in
places often overlooked in daily life. She believes and proves that novelty appears where disciplines overlap – in her case
history, journalism and ﬁlmmaking.
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Cinematographer: Fidelia Regina Randmäe
Fidelia Regina is a conceptual artist, photographer and cinematographer. Her artistic practice embraces the notion of refusal
as a passive protest against the system. Her intention is not to disrupt or criticise the status quo, but to rather seek and
provide alternative solutions as to how one can exist within it, without becoming consumed by it.
She works with video installations and art house cinema, bringing a fresh and unexpected approach to mainstream
documentary ﬁlmmaking. For her, the art of ﬁlmmaking is simply a game that allows to expose the irony of daily life.
Her portfolio includes numerous short ﬁlms, video projects and photo exhibitions. She’s also a visiting lecturer at the
Estonian Academy of Arts. Having then studied cinematography at the Baltic Film and Media School, The Body Fights Back is
her debut feature-length ﬁlm as a cinematographer.

Cinematographer: Norman Tamkivi
Norman Tamkivi is an Estonian ﬁlmmaker based in London, trained in the renowned London College of Communication. He’s
passionate about directing, cinematography and editing. As of 2020, he has directed commercial projects for several global
brands such as Volvo, Emirates Airline, Pandora and Ipsos, and his shorts have won 26 awards from 141 ﬁlm festivals
worldwide.
Captivating storytelling is at the heart of Norman’s work and he enjoys creating emotionally powerful visuals, always aiming
to bring a unique approach to camera work.
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Composer: Sven Sosnitski
Sven Sosnitski is a multidisciplinary composer, sound artist, sound designer and filmmaker working in Rotterdam,
Netherlands and Tallinn, Estonia.
Be it sound design for a film or a live performance, Sven’s approach to sculpting sound stems from his contemporary
electronic music composition studies at the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre. The best things happen where
sound design meets music, exemplified by his 2011 piece Solara, which was awarded 3rd Prize at the International
Rostrum of Composers in Vienna. The same year he was awarded Debut of the Year by the National Culture
Foundation.
In 2018, Sven was commissioned to create sound design for the Estonian Public Broadcasting television clips,
celebrating the Republic of Estonia’s 100th anniversary. The result seamlessly connects multiple eras of the land’s
history, mixing medieval hymns with hard techno, and giving well-known classical pieces hip-hop and disco
makeovers.
Sven is also part of SSSS – a performance duo with sound and installation artist Sten Saarits. The collaboration
concentrates on the conceptual treatment of sound and has a location-specific approach to their work, with the ear
towards visceral soundscapes and a flair for the grandiose, as in TheGreat.wav – a nearly 50-meter long 18-channel
auditory experience of a cataclysmic wave of debris moving through the courtyard of the KUMU art museum.
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Editor: Joonas Laiapea
Joonas has edited and colour graded various video formats for over 10 years. His work experience includes
being a full-time editor at the Channel 2 evening news broadcast, as well as editing the TV station’s true crime
documentaries that have become hugely popular over the past years.
Having studied IT and computing, he is also a passionate drummer with an eye for ﬁnding the best pace and
suitable tempo for each cut on his timeline.

Sound Designer: Indrek Soe
Indrek Soe holds an MA in Film Arts, as well as a BA in electronic music composition from the Estonian Academy
of Music and Theatre. He mostly works in post production, sculpting and mixing soundscapes with dialogue.
His professional experience ranges from commercials and TV programmes to feature ﬁlms and documentaries.
Although he enjoys working across diﬀerent medias, his heart belongs to long format storytelling, where various
layers of sound get the chance to unfold in due course.
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ABOUT THE CAST
Imogen Fox @the_feeding_of_the_fox
An outspoken Queer Disabled Femme with a fierce attitude, Imogen has lived with a physical
impairment for over 15 years. Imogen knows first-hand what it means to experience life in a fat body,
as well as to receive thin privilege in the body that they live in now, shrunk to bones due to chronic
pain and illness.
“When Lola Productions contacted me, I approached it with the same trepidation I would with any
media request. I've worked in anti-diet and radical body politics for many years now, but it isn't often I
meet a thin white woman who is as politically engaged and outspoken as Marian.
It is so unusual that bodies are given space in a way that is accessible and equal, rooted in social justice, I couldn't have given up the
chance to work with such open-minded and active members of the anti-diet community. It is vital that marginalised bodies are given
exposure, time and empathy and offered a chance to educate those around us in the ways that oppression harms and disables us.
This film may be your first look into how those considered 'other' are treated. Many of us have been living in a world that prioritises
non-Black, non-Disabled, non-marginalised people and are used to trying to explain the ways in which we are harmed daily.
This film will offer you some insight into how those of us seen as on the fringes of society are viewed and treated. How we are
written off of history and how our lives are less valuable than those seen as 'normal'. Lola Productions offered a stage and voice to
the few able to speak out against the prejudice and discrimination prepared against us and I am so incredibly proud to be part of
that.”
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Josephine Morondiya (MoJo)
@_queenmojo
As a Black woman growing up in the North of England, MoJo
knows from A to Z what it means to be the other. Experiencing
domestic assault and sexual abuse in her early childhood, she
subcounsciously detached herself from her body for the years to
come.

“I decided to take part in this film as after years of being taught by
the media to hide my body, to be ashamed of my body, I wanted
to use the same tool that had broken me down to build others
up.”
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Rory Brown @rorythomasbrown
Rory’s relationship with food shifted drastically in his teens. Weighing every
portion of food and spending hours a day in the gym was commonplace. He
ended up with a binge eating disorder which lasted on and oﬀ for 6 years.
“I said yes to doing the documentary because I want to spread the awareness
and support of eating disorders and body image issues that are so prevalent in
today’s society.
I want to be a voice of conﬁdence and reassurance to those out there,
especially men who have a fear of opening up about their challenges, that
doing so is nothing but courageous.”
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Hannah Webb @mylifeisforliving
This ﬁlm is the ﬁrst time Hannah opens up about her battle with anorexia
nervosa which lasted for 7 years. Two years of her life were spent in an
inpatient unit.
“I was really nervous when Marian ﬁrst contacted me about this documentary,
as whilst I’ve shared snippets of my journey, I’ve never shared it so publicly.
But one thing I’ve learnt is that shame and denial of one’s mental ill health can
keep you trapped in your struggles. So, I said yes.
Why? To break the stigma surrounding eating disorders, to raise awareness of
the signs and symptoms of disordered eating and eating disorders, to address
the dangers of diet culture, and crucially, to spread hope that eating disorder
recovery is possible.
Gratefully, my life is no longer ruled by an illness, and I’m now keen to do
everything I can to inspire others that change is possible. Being a part of this
documentary felt like the right place to do to this.”
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Tenisha Pascal @tenipascal
Having moved to the UK from the Caribbean at age 17, Tenisha soon had to
adapt to the culture of body shaming, which to her was outright shocking.
Because in Dominica – the bigger you are, the more you are celebrated.
“I said yes to the documentary because I wanted the voice of a Caribbean
woman to be heard loud and clear. More often than not, our experiences and
feelings aren't seen as valid or worthy of attention.
I saw this ﬁlm as the perfect platform, especially as a Fat Black woman should
not be afraid to speak her truth.
Hopefully this ﬁlm will prove to the Caribbean community that there really is
no need to go around seeking approval from others. I hope my story serves as
an anchor in people’s personal growth.”
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Jenna Daku, Disordered Eating Therapist
@freedomtobetherapy
Jenna is a BACP Registered Psychotherapist with a Bachelor’s in Psychology
and over 10 years of experience working in the field of mental health.
She studied at the University of Edinburgh and graduated with
a Doctorate Degree specialising in eating disorders and recovery. She is also
an avid Health at Every Size advocate and a certified Intuitive Eating
counsellor.
“I’m always looking for opportunities to push back against diet culture and iron
out misconceptions about Intuitive Eating.
Diet culture is constantly evolving and trying to co-opt any non-diet
approaches — we’ve seen it with body positivity and it’s also evident in how
Intuitive Eating gets portrayed as another diet or weight loss intervention. I’m
also all for supporting womxn-led projects.”
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Maxine Ali, Body Image Researcher & Linguist
@maxineali
Maxine Ali is a writer, journalist and linguist, with a focus on women’s health and
wellness culture. She has a BA in English Language and Linguistics, and an MSc
in Medical Humanities from King’s College London. Currently, Maxine works in
academic publishing across a large portfolio of evidence-based health and
biomedical journals, and is an advocate for inclusion and diversity within the
health sciences.
“I agreed to take part in the documentary because I wanted to elevate critical
conversations around the language of diet culture.
Ideas that thinner is better and weight loss is the ultimate emblem of virtue,
responsibility and success are so ingrained in how we communicate about
health, food and our bodies. Often, we can’t even see all the ways that diet
culture manipulates us into feeling shame and guilt for simply existing as we are.
As a linguist with my own tumultuous history with disordered eating, it is my aim to shine a light on the insidious messages of
diet culture and help people cultivate a kinder conversation towards themselves and others, empowered with the knowledge
that what we eat, how we look and how closely we align with the thin, healthy ideal does not deﬁne our worth.”
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Alan Flanagan, Nutrition Researcher
@thenutritional_advocate
Alan Flanagan holds an MSc in Nutritional Medicine and is currently pursuing
his PhD at the University of Surrey. He is also a former practicing Lawyer
(Barrister) from Dublin, Ireland.
“The core values behind my work are critical thinking that is clear,
objective, rational, free from dogma, and informed by evidence.
These values reject the belief-system paradigm within nutrition, the inﬂexible
and dichotomous thinking, and the disempowering eﬀects of polarising
extremes.
Within this construct, my approach strives to bring you a logical and intelligent
approach to nutrition science, based on the best available evidence.”
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Kimberley Wilson, Chartered Psychologist
@foodandpsych
Kimberley Wilson is a Chartered Psychologist, author and visiting lecturer
working in private practice in central London. She’s a Governor of the
Tavistock & Portman NHS Mental Health Trust and the former Chair of the
British Psychological Society's Training Committee in Counselling Psychology the group responsible for monitoring and assessing the standards of
Counselling Psychology training across the UK. She formerly led the therapy
service at HMP & YOI Holloway, which at the time was Europe’s largest
women’s prison.
“The way we think about mental health – as separate from physical health – is
flawed. My philosophy is a comprehensive approach to mental health care;
integrating evidence-based nutrition and lifestyle factors with psychological
therapy.
I am passionate about the power of psychology to transform lives and I’m committed to demystifying the theories and
putting the information into the hands of the people who need it through social media, my Stronger Minds Podcast and
live events, alongside consulting for international brands and regular appearances on expert panels.”
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Joshua Wolrich, NHS Surgical Doctor
@drjoshuawolrich
Dr Joshua Wolrich is one of the most integrous inﬂuencers on social
media at present. A full-time surgical doctor in the NHS, he
uses social media to ﬁght against weight stigma and misinformation.
After realising that he still believed the rife misinformation around
weight loss and dieting despite his medical school training, his
account became dedicated to ﬁghting what he calls, “nutribollocks” –
spurious nutrition advice with little to no scientiﬁc evidence,
frequently used on social media to make a proﬁt.
After delving into the complexities of weight science and the Health
at Every Size approach, Joshua realised that he had to make a
public and deliberate shift away from promoting weight loss online.
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CREDITS
Written and Directed by Marian Võsumets
Produced by Marian Võsumets
Production Assistant Maria Jõela
Cinematography by Fidelia Regina Randmäe & Norman Tamkivi
Original Music by Sven Sosnitski
Edited by Joonas Laiapea
Sound Design & Mixing by Indrek Soe

A LOLA PRODUCTIONS FILM
COUNTRY: ESTONIA / UK
YEAR: 2020
RUNNING TIME: 106 MINUTES
SPECS: COLOUR / ASPECT RATIO 1.85:1
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH (with English / Estonian / Russian subtitles)
DIETCULTUREFILM.COM
@dietcultureﬁlm
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